MLPACK is a state-of-the-art, scalable, multi-platform C++ machine learning library released in late 2011 offering both a simple, consistent API accessible to novice users and high performance and flexibility to expert users by leveraging modern features of C++. ML-PACK provides cutting-edge algorithms whose benchmarks exhibit far better performance than other leading machine learning libraries. MLPACK version 1.0.3, licensed under the LGPL, is available at http://www.mlpack.org.
Introduction and Goals
Though several machine learning libraries are freely available online, few, if any, offer efficient algorithms to the average user. For instance, the popular Weka toolkit (Hall et al., 2009) emphasizes ease of use but scales poorly; the distributed Apache Mahout library offers scalability at a cost of higher overhead (such as clusters and powerful servers often unavailable to the average user). Also, few libraries offer breadth; for instance, libsvm (Chang and Lin, 2011) and the Tilburg Memory-Based Learner (TiMBL) are highly scalable and accessible yet each offer only a single method.
MLPACK, intended to be the machine learning analog to the general-purpose LAPACK linear algebra library, aims to combine efficiency and accessibility. Written in C++, ML-PACK uses the highly efficient Armadillo matrix library (Sanderson, 2010) and is freely available under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). Through the use of C++ templates, MLPACK both eliminates unnecessary copying of datasets and performs expression optimizations unavailable in other languages. Also, MLPACK is, to our knowledge, unique among existing libraries in using generic programming features of C++ to allow customization of the available machine learning methods without incurring performance penalties.
In addition, users ranging from students to experts should find the consistent, intuitive interface of MLPACK to be highly accessible. Finally, the source code provides references and comprehensive documentation. • to implement scalable, fast machine learning algorithms, • to design an intuitive, consistent, and simple API for non-expert users, • to implement a wide variety of machine learning methods, and • to provide cutting-edge machine learning algorithms unavailable elsewhere. This paper offers both an introduction to the simple and extensible API and a glimpse of the superior performance of the library.
Package Overview
Each algorithm available in MLPACK features both a set of C++ library functions and a standalone command-line executable. Version 1.0.3 includes the following methods:
• nearest/furthest neighbor search with cover trees or kd-trees (k-nearest-neighbors)
• range search with cover trees or kd-trees • Gaussian mixture models (GMMs)
• hidden Markov models (HMMs)
• LARS / Lasso regression • k-means clustering • fast hierarchical clustering (Euclidean MST calculation) (*) (March et al., 2010) • kernel PCA (and regular PCA)
• local coordinate coding (*) (Yu et al., 2009) • sparse coding using dictionary learning • RADICAL (Robust, Accurate, Direct ICA aLgorithm)
• maximum variance unfolding (MVU) via LRSDP (*) (Burer and Monteiro, 2003) • the naive Bayes classifier • density estimation trees (*) (Ram and Gray, 2011) (*): algorithm is not available in any other comparable software package
The development team manages MLPACK with Subversion and the Trac bug reporting system, allowing easy downloads and simple bug reporting. The entire development process is transparent, so any interested user can easily contribute to the library. MLPACK can compile from source on Linux, Mac OS, and Windows; currently, different Linux distributions are reviewing MLPACK for inclusion in their package managers, which will allow users to install MLPACK without needing to compile from source.
A Consistent, Simple API
MLPACK features a highly accessible API, both in style (such as consistent naming schemes and coding conventions) and ease of use (such as templated defaults), as well as stringent documentation standards. Consequently, a new user can execute algorithms out-of-the-box often with little or no adjustment to parameters, while the seasoned expert can expect extreme flexibility in algorithmic tuning. For example, the following line initializes an object which will perform the standard k-means clustering in Euclidean space:
However, an expert user could easily use the Manhattan distance, a different cluster initialization policy, and allow empty clusters:
Users can implement these custom classes in their code, then simply link against the MLPACK library, requiring no modification within the MLPACK library. In addition to this flexibility, Armadillo 3.4.0 includes sparse matrix support; sparse matrices can be used in place of dense matrices for the appropriate MLPACK methods.
Benchmarks
To demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithms implemented in MLPACK, we present a comparison of the running times of k-nearest-neighbors and the k-means clustering algorithm from MLPACK, Weka (Hall et al., 2009) , MATLAB, the Shogun Toolkit (Sonnenburg et al., 2010) , mlpy (Albanese et al., 2012) , and scikit.learn ('sklearn') (Pedregosa et al., 2011) , using a modest consumer-grade workstation containing an AMD Phenom II X6 1100T processor clocked at 3.3 GHz and 8 GB of RAM.
Eight datasets from the UCI datasets repository (Frank and Asuncion, 2010 ) are used; the MNIST handwritten digit database is also used ('mnist') (LeCun et al., 2001) , as well as a uniformly distributed random dataset ('randu'). Information on the sizes of these ten datasets appears in Table 2 . Dataset loading time is not included in the benchmarks. Each test was run 5 times; the average is shown in the results. Table 3 : k-means benchmarks (in seconds).
k-NN was run with each library on each dataset, with k = 3. The results for each library and each dataset appears in Table 1 . The k-means algorithm was run with the same starting centroids for each library, and 1000 iterations maximum. The number of clusters k was chosen to reflect the structure of the dataset. Benchmarks for k-means are given in Table 3 . Weka and mlpy are excluded because they do not allow specification of the starting centroids. 'memory' indicates that the system ran out of memory during the test.
MLPACK's k-nearest neighbors and k-means are faster than the competitors in all test cases. Benchmarks for other methods, omitted due to space constraints, also show similar speedups over competing implementations.
Future Plans and Conclusion
The favorable benchmarks exhibited above are not necessarily the global optimum; ML-PACK's active development team includes several core developers and many contributors.
Because MLPACK is open-source, contributions from outsiders are welcome, including feature requests and bug reports. Thus, the performance, extensibility, and breadth of algorithms within MLPACK are all certain to improve.
The first releases of MLPACK lacked parallelism, but experimental parallel code using OpenMP is currently in testing. This parallel support must maintain a simple API and avoid large, reverse-incompatible API changes. Other useful planned features include using on-disk databases (rather than requiring loading the dataset entirely into RAM) and validation of saved models (such as trees or distributions). Refactoring work continues on existing code, providing more flexible abstractions and greater extensibility. Nevertheless, MLPACK's future growth will mostly be the addition of new machine learning methods; since the original release (1.0.0), there are five new methods.
In conclusion, we have shown that MLPACK is a state-of-the-art C++ machine learning library which leverages the powerful C++ concept of generic programming to give excellent performance on large datasets.
